IMPORTANT F.Y.I.

Infiltration by Fellow Moors of the Allodial National Identification Card

This F.Y.I is being presented because it has come to our attention that someone located near corporate Florida has copied the Allodial National Identification Card, inclusive of the Road Travel Card, which was designed and prepared by those at R.V. Bey Publications. We established the cards and we even obtained Taj Tarik’s Bey trusted review of it prior to making it available. Immediately after that, someone from a MSTA reportedly near Virginia, contacted us with the false idea or premise that they would have a say-so in the creation of the card. HOWEVER, for 1. the card had already been completed and they were not a party to its creation or establishment 2. they were not in agreement with the manner in which we knew to present the card anyway, as the card is not just an identification card, it is a lawful and alodial claim for Moor American Nationals.

Now we find this Florida group has not only copied the card by its design and word for word, they have placed their identification number at the upper right hand corner, as we do with ours, of which ours is preceded by MDNM and is an in-house and personal file number. They, HOWEVER, are a 501C corporation. This means they are without doubt or contradiction, a Christian Religious Organization, under the auspice of a corporate state. This also means they have not only copied the card without our consent, they are attempting to color it, to absolutely infiltrate it, to make it suspect by the mere fact that they firstly, did not establish it, and by distributing it under a 501C organization, it and anyone who possesses it’s color-of-law distribution are potentially under the jurisdiction of a foreign religious establishment. Many do not know that the United States of America (not to be confused with the United States or with America), is a Christian Religious organization possessing and lawfully operable with and as a 501C. As all Moors ought know they (Moors) are not corporate persons and NOTHING and no one can make them that. Their affairs are not or ought not be under any foreign corporation, or foreign religious corporation, besides the First Amendment protects ALL religious rights, so why obtain a 501C or any other letter or number issued by a foreign corporation jurisdiction? The Prophet specifically established the MSTA with a religious affidavit for that same protection, as MSTA’s are public Moorish Provincial State houses, that is Moorish Nation State houses, they are not municipalities, as municipalities are absolutely by definition roman venues. Unfortunately many, in fact too many of the Temples leadership DO NOT operate as Moorish government state houses, so even if they are aware of what they are to be, will they enforce the constitution and be the Beys, the upholders of the law without studying the law and making the important distinctions.

The Florida Group also offer our Allodial card with an enticement to 'get it 'cheaper' then what we provide it for. This clearly indicates that it is about the fiat for them, OR, that they are about clearly infiltrating our intellectual and sincere efforts. This means they not only copied it, they colored it, and they have made known their intention as it pertains to fiat and their intention to potentially hinder efforts at R.V. Bey Publications, while enticing the people into the jurisdiction of a corporation.
For those who have the cards issued by us, we suggest you maintain it, although you can never have too much identification, be aware of who you become active with.

**This Florida Group** has also altered the public Proclamation and added 'part and partial', which is a long made dispute in the MSTA's, along with the infiltration of the Prophet's work that happened shortly before and after he passed form. We are part and parcel. Check that out yourself and you decide.

These are the things that Moors need to think twice about when doing the work of the Nation. Possibly they are being led by conscious infiltrators, however there is no excuse because if presenting anything to the public, they need to have studied enough to know what is corporate and what is allodial. As well, they need to remove their slave mentality and recognize there is enough work for us all. But then if they themselves are **conscious infiltrators** they know this already, thus the purpose is dishonorable to the people and infiltrating to our efforts. Whether they are STILL a 501C or not, to issue the card without our consent is out of order, infiltrating and dishonorable. There is so much work to do and there is 'enough work for everyone'.

**We, as Moors**, in our opinion, need someone to concentrate with intense efforts, possibly by way of a site that focuses and dispenses spot-on freeing information in regards to Family Service violations, Drivers License issues, and IRS issues. That is a necessity because we could knock these things out almost overnight. Many are seeking remedy, as these are the times where many know something is wrong but are not quite sure what to do about it, just as the King Alfred said would happen. Yet, ANY historical references will topple over the usurping intentions as it has become wide spread for all nations and all of man and man-kind to worship (work their ship under their own vine and fig (family) tree. Those who are opening their eyes, coming with their eyes 'wide open' in these days, are being led and enticed by mis-information, whether they recognize it or not. Those who have not said a word and haven't studied National principles in all of these years, have so much to say now, and quickly they are in fact putting the people back into slavery.

"Be Careful Moors, some of your own wearing turban and fezzes, will put you back into slavery." – **Prophet Noble Drew Ali**

In Plenus Vita

**R. V. Bey Publications**

22nd day of June 2014 ccy 1434 mcy

**Historical F.Y.I.**: Florida was aboriginally referred to as 'Land of Flowers', which extended throughout Louisiana and North Carolina. In 1910 what is called Louisiana today was called the Republic of Florida. Cosmologically Louisiana refers to Leo or Leo-siana, as North America is referred to as the "Temple of the Sun and the Moon" and Leo is ruled by the Sun.